
Suicide, the willful taking of one’s own life, is a serious public-health problem and
a family’s worst nightmare. Many people take their lives, about as many as die in
motor-vehicle accidents, and many more than those who die in murder. Suicide
losses can be devastating. Suicide impacts spouses, parents, children, extended
families, neighborhoods, schools, workplaces, and spiritual communities. The
impacts are both short term and long term, and are personal, emotional,
psychological, social, financial, and spiritual. Suicide causes utter loss to the victim
and acute mental and emotional distress, and spiritual challenge to surviving family
members, friends, neighbors, and co-workers.

The assertion that Christians are insensitive over suicide is an unfortunate myth.
Part of the myth may arise from Christian opposition to suicide generally and
assisted suicide, especially. Christians certainly wish to communicate and supply
hope, healing, and comfort, rather than countenance, embrace, and assist despair,
which suicide clearly signals, while grieving its survivors, burdening them with
guilt. Christians are not insensitive to the suffering of the terminally ill. To the
contrary, hospice care for the dying was initially a largely Christian movement and
retains strong roots in Christian service.

Christians may, in other words, hold that suicide is wrong when undertaken by
choice rather than under compulsion of organic brain injury, chemical imbalance, or
psychotic state, as many others would also hold. Christians do so, though, without
blaming and judging individually those who attempt or accomplish suicide.
Christians may, for instance, construe 1 Corinthians 6:19, holding that our bodies
are not ours but instead God’s temple that Christ paid for with his own death, as
prohibiting taking one’s own life. Christians revere human life as sacred. God made
us in his image. One of the Ten Commandments states not to kill. Job 12:10 states
that God holds the life and breath of all humans. Satan tempted Jesus to kill himself,
to throw himself down from the temple’s top, but he refused.

Many suicides occur in response to various serious circumstantial challenges, like
financial trouble, career loss, criminal charge, reputational harm, relationship
disruption, and illness or disability. Suicide may be in protest or to escape mental
and emotional distress, punishment, physical pain, diminished lifestyle, loss of
liberty, or embarrassment. Holding wrong, voluntary suicides of these types, is not



to diminish the seriousness of the challenges. Does anyone, Christian or not,
seriously advocate that suicide is an appropriate response to circumstantial
challenge? Spirituality aside, most would agree that suicide is not a solution.

What Christians especially recognize, though, is that suicide eliminates the
possibility of successful, overcoming, victorious response of the kind that the
gospel offers. Indeed, suicide ends all opportunity for both repentance and
redemption. If the one committing suicide does not yet know Jesus, then hope for
salvation is lost. Many find good cause for opposing suicide. Christians just have
one more reason, potential lost opportunity for salvation, than the rest. While
historically, the church may have called suicide a sin based on scriptures like those
cited above, contemporary Christians tend to be much more nuanced in their
responses. We all commit many sins. Jesus redeems them all. As Romans 8:38-39
states, neither life nor death, indeed nothing in all creation, can separate us from
God’s love in Christ Jesus. Suicide is not unique among sins, only in ending the
opportunity for further repentance.

Indeed, without wishing that anyone suffer, Christians recognize that suffering can
not only turn one toward repentance but also be otherwise redemptive. Romans
5:3-4 even says that Christians glory in their suffering for the perseverance,
character, and hope that it produces. The suffering of one often produces in the
sufferer the knowledge, skills, and character to save another. Many ministries are
born out of the pain and loss of the founder.

Christians can thus be especially effective ministers to those contemplating suicide.
Recasting suffering in the redemptive way just articulated, proven by shining
examples of extraordinary overcomers, gives hope. The greater hope, though, is in
the gospel, that Christ carries the sin and pain, while offering his eternal relief from
it. The gospel is not just rose-colored glasses. Christianity recognizes how broken
and empty the world is, how much pain and loss it causes and carries. The gospel,
though, offers a present mind transformed by the Spirit and a future resurrected
body relieved from all pain. Christians have in their good news the best answer to
those contemplating suicide.

One final note. If those who don’t follow Christ are, like the questioner, generally
but unfairly critical of Christians in their stance toward suicide, then by contrast,



those same critics generally seem to appreciate how self-sacrificial Christians can
be. Christ, after all, died voluntarily for our sins, after having defined supreme love
in John 15:13 as the willingness to lay down one’s life for one’s friends. Many
Christians volunteer for hazardous service in the military and in health and mission
fields, out of their self-sacrificial faith commitments. As the apostle Paul wrote in 2
Corinthians 4:10-12, Christians always carry Jesus’s death so that we may reveal his
life, for to truly live is to die for Jesus’s sake, thus revealing his life in our dying
bodies, so that others may live.

Christians are good at death issues, indeed the best. They do not judge, knowing
that as they judge, God will judge them. They mourn with those who mourn,
opening their churches and offering their staffs for sensitive memorial services.
They listen well. They pray for comfort and healing. They celebrate salvation in
evidence of it, when able to treat the death as a welcome going home to Jesus. And
they serve, whether in preparing meals, cleaning homes, or caring for pets and
children. Christians offer all these solaces and aids to the families of those who
commit suicide. May God welcome the departed in Christ, whether by suicide or
other cause, and be with each of us.


